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result, the particles
don’t have time to
unable to access their sites in April
settle out and the lake remains turdue to high water. For some, their
bid. When rains subside and the
docks were inaccessible and for
particles finally settle out, the waothers the boat ramps (or even the
ter will clear up. At that point there
parking lots) were under water.
will be increased sunlight penetraFortunately, some volunteers were
tion into the water, creating perfect
able to collect April samples. VolWhat we expected
conditions for algae in the lake;
Water clarity values are generally nutrients (from the runoff), and unteers showed their ingenuity by
lower when lake levels are high, light. Water clarity should rapidly accessing their docks via shuttle
thanks to sediments suspended in decrease again as the algal cells boats and, in one case, by using
the runoff. As the brown, turbid multiply. When this happens, the a ferry constructed out of a pallet
and dock foam.
water sits in a lake, particles settle once brown lake will turn green.
out. The longer the water “resides”
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in the lake, the more settling will What we found – Table Rock
occur. With increased rainfall, Most Table Rock volunteers were
We had record rainfall this year,
with most counties registering at
least 14 inches above average between February and July. Rainfall
in six unfortunate counties was
more than 2 feet above normal for
the period of February through
July. Consequently, lake levels
throughout the state were also
higher than normal this year. What
follows is a closer look at the water quality impacts of this spring’s
flooding.
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Figure 1. Lake levels in Table Rock Lake. 2008 levels are shown in light grey, 2007 shown in dark grey.
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Table Rock Main Channel
April - July Secchi Values
2008 vs. Long-term Mean

April through July Secchi
depths from 2008 to those
of 1992 through 2007 (Fig.
3) shows that sites closer to
the dam were most likely
to exhibit reduced water
clarity in the first half of
the 2008 season.
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Turbid water caused by the
early rainfall might have
traveled through the lake as
a “muddy mass.” This mass
would have flowed quickly through
the upper portion of the lake, slowing as it neared the dam, where it
might sit for a considerable time
before either the sediments settled
out or the muddy water exited the
lake through the turbines. The longer the muddy water sits in the lake,
the more likely it is that the turbid
condition will be recorded by a volunteer.

Figure 2. 2007 vs. 2008 Secchi values
at Table Rock Lake, Site 14
Continued from Page 1

For Table Rock sites where the
April sampling occurred, water
clarity was reduced considerably
compared to previous years. For
example, Secchi data from Site 14
(main channel, just below Indian
Creek) show that there was 8 feet
less water clarity in April 2008 vs.
April 2007 (Fig 2). These data coincide with a lake level difference
of roughly 15 feet. Comparing the
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´´ Bull Shoals Lake reached
flood stage on April 11 and remained within 5 feet of flood stage
for three and a half months.
´´ Table Rock Lake reached a
crest of 933 feet on the same day
(Fig 1), a record level two feet
above the flood pool.
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Figure 3. 2008 vs. long-term
mean Secchi values for Table
Rock Lake main channel sites.

What we found - statewide
Declines in water clarity were inconsistent across the state in 2008.
Using data from the Statewide
Lake Assessment Project (see the
Fall 2004 Waterline for more information about that project), we
compared average 2008 Secchi
readings with available long term
Continued on Page 3

2008 Lake Facts
´´ Mark Twain Lake reached its
all-time peak of 640 feet above
sea level on July 30, nearly 4 feet
higher than during the flood of
1993. The lake was completely
closed to boaters for a week due
to dangerous debris and strong
currents near the spillway.
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Figure 4. Long-term average vs. 2008 Secchi values for 18 Missouri lakes monitored by the Statewide Lake Assessment Project.
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means (Fig. 4). Data from May through August
show no statewide trend in water clarity reduction. In fact, several lakes had better than average
water clarity in 2008. The inconsistent responses
this season may be attributable the variability of
the rainfall patterns during the sampling season,
land use patterns within the watersheds, timing
of sample collection or residence times of the
lakes sampled.
Soon the remaining LMVP samples will be gathered and analysis of the late summer values will
begin. Then we’ll see what story the entire data
set tells. The data from the second half of the
sampling season could bring the averages closer
to normal, reducing the long-term impact of this
spring’s rain on the LMVP data set.

The 20 most sampled sites
We tell anyone who will listen that the more water quality data we have the more powerful it becomes. To summarize the highly variable water
quality parameters we measure, we need several
years of data. To statistically confirm a trend of
increasing or decreasing water quality, we need
many years of data.
Sampling consistently for a long time means lots
of samples (table to the right). Of the 20 LMVP
sites where the most samples have been collected,
13 had volunteers collecting samples in 1992, the
year the LMVP began. Two sites on the list, Table
Rock Site 9 and Weatherby, are still monitored by
the original volunteers. Way to go Lee, Candi and
Armand!
The table shows data from 1992 through 2007.
Data from 2008 are not included.

Update

We reported the
potential use of algae
as a biofuel in The
Water Line last year.
Now that research is
really close to home.

Missouri University of Science and Technology (formerly University of Missouri-Rolla) is
working with Lincoln University, the Central
Electric Power Cooperative and Associated
Electric Cooperative Inc. to develop the means
to extract biofuel from algae. These algae would
be cultured in vertical tubes and would receive
carbon dioxide emissions from power plants.
This project aims to ultimately reduce the
carbon emissions of power plants and develop
a commercially viable alternative to petroleumbased fuel.

Total # of
Samples

Year
Started

Longview

141

1992

Blue Springs

123

1992

Table Rock Site 1

123

1992

Table Rock Site 3

117

1992

Table Rock Site 8

113

1992

Table Rock Site 10

110

1992

Table Rock Site 2

107

1992

Jacomo

106

1992

Lake of the Ozarks Site 13

105

1994

Weatherby

105

1994

Table Rock Site 6.5

103

1992

Table Rock Site 12

102

1995

Taneycomo Site 1

102

1992

Table Rock Site 13

101

1995

Table Rock Site 9

100

1992

Taneycomo Site 2

94

1992

Table Rock Site 10

91

1994

Table Rock Site 4.5

91

1996

Table Rock Site 5

91

1992

Lake St. Louis/Ste. Louise

86

1996

Lake Name and Site
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prevent boat-related improvement. Many paints and
pollutants from enter- stains contain potentially toxing lakes and rivers.
ic metals such as arsenic, zinc,
and copper. This may be a good
Water used to clean time to replace aging paint that
the boat should not be is slowly releasing toxins to the
allowed to discharge environment with a fresh, more
to surface or ground durable coat. Some marine paints
water. Rinse water not contain antifoulants or biocides
only contains harmful specifically intended to elimidetergents, but also nate aquatic life. Solvents used
substances that accu- in paint removal are carcinogens
mulate on the boat’s that contain stable, heavy, longsurface such as fuel, chain hydrocarbons. The weight
oil, and paint. Clean- of these chemicals causes them to
ing is best performed sink to the bottom of a water body
Winterization for Water Quality
away from the water and accumulate. All paints and
body
and its drainag- solvents should be handled with
Conscious Boaters
es, allowing rinse wa- extra caution. Body work should
ter to be collected and be performed away from the was the recreational boating
disposed
of
as wastewater (into a terbody and connecting drainages,
season draws to an end,
many boaters must tackle the re- drain that reaches your wastewa- and all waste should be collected
sponsibility of boat winterization ter treatment system). Your local and disposed according to the
and storage. The Environmental marina may supply this service. manufacturer’s instructions.
Protection Agency (EPA) does If not, commercial carwashes are
not report marinas and boat own- required to drain to the sewage If you remove old batteries this
ers to be major contributors of system, or you may use a bucket fall, be sure to store them inside.
nonpoint pollutants that contrib- and sponge to contain most of the Batteries left exposed to the eleute to water quality problems, but water. When you purchase sup- ments are sources of metal and
boat maintenance may use a va- plies, look for phosphate-free de- acid pollutants. Most batteries are
riety of harmful pollutants. Some tergents that do not contribute to recyclable, with a refund availpollutants released by boats and nutrient loading in your lake. But able. Check with local marinas if
marinas, including metals, petro- even phosphate-free detergents you need to dispose of a battery,
leum hydrocarbons, solvents, an- can contribute surfactants to water and be sure they store used battertifreeze, acids, and detergents, are and create a surface barrier block- ies in a covered, dry location.
more likely to be released during ing oxygen transfer and causing
Winterization also includes draincleaning and maintenance. Win- low dissolved oxygen.
ing fluids such as fuel and oil from
terization is a good time for cleanSince
you’re
pulling
the
boat
out
the engine. Spilled oil products
ing and maintenance because the
boat is removed from the lake, but of the water, winterization is also are immediately toxic to sensitive
a few precautions by owners can a good time for body repairs and aquatic life and may persist in
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the environment to cause long-term
problems. Consider using a nonspill vacuum-type system to perform spill proof oil and fuel purges.
Properly contain and dispose of all
oil products. Marinas may collect
and recycle oil, but be sure that the
waste oil is safely stored inside.
It is possible to completely drain
water from the boat engine and prevent freezing with no addition of antifreeze. However, if you are going
to use antifreeze you have a couple
choices. Ethylene glycol is the tra-

ditional, more toxic antifreeze; propylene glycol is a less toxic alternative. Propylene glycol is always the
preferred antifreeze for boats, but
should still be properly collected
and reused or disposed. The preferred method is to 1) drain engine
fluids, 2) flush the engine with propylene glycol, 3) drain, capture, and
reuse propylene glycol. If the antifreeze is to be reused, this method
may require the use of a bilge sock,
an absorbent device inserted to remove any liquid pollutants from the
bilge. It is also helpful to store boats

with a bilge sock in place to expedite spring launch.
If you use a marina to winterize and
store your boat, look around the facility and inquire about these practices. They may have precautions
in place or have facilities available
for personal maintenance work.
Remember to follow similar pollution prevention procedures in the
spring before returning your boat to
the water.
Amanda Sappington
MO Dept of Natural Resources

D.I.Y. Rain Barrel

There isn’t much to making one of these
One method of dealing with stormwater once you have the big barrel. I think I have
pollution is to reduce the overall volume most of the stuff I need in my garage alof water running into our streams and lakes ready. Building plans are available on the
immediately after a rain event. This is ac- internet (see the LMVP website for links).
complished in part by either reducing the
The concept is simple, rain from
amount of “impervious” surfaces, like conyour gutter is diverted into a barcrete parking lots and rooftops, or by storrel where you can use it to waing the water for a while and allowing it to
ter your garden at a later date.
slowly seep back into the ground.
You need a way for water to
The storage technique works on a large get in, a method for keeping
scale in the form of ponds or underground mosquitoes out, an overflow
detention, but it can work on a smaller scale outlet at the top (in case
at your own home in the form of rain gar- the barrel fills up), and
dens or rain barrels. I’ve heard about rain a faucet at the bottom
barrels for years, and have always wanted for attaching a hose.
one. I priced commercial models at around
I plan to have mine
$50 to $100, and being a cheapskate who
ready for garloves D.I.Y. projects, I decided to build my
den watering this
own. While I haven’t completed the project
spring. I’ll write
yet, I have started tracking down supplies.
an update when
Namely, I found a big barrel. It turns out
I’ve put it together
that our local recycling center sells food
and have it set up.
grade, 55 gallon barrels for $7, tax included. Mine smells like hazelnuts; I think it
Tony
had some kind of syrup in it. My next step
is to purchase the rest of the supplies and
put it together.

Below:
A very basic rain
barrel design.
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The Lakes of Missouri Volunteer Program
302 A.B.Natural Resources Building
University of Missouri
Columbia, MO 65211

Phone: 573-882-5430
800-895-2260
Fax: 573-884-5070
Coordinators

WWW.LMVP.ORG

Tony Thorpe - Tony@LMVP.ORG
Dan Obrecht - Dan@LMVP.ORG
US Environmental Protection Agency Region VII,
through the Missouri
Department of Natural
Resources, has provided
partial funding for this
project under Section 319
of the Clean Water Act.

